Description
The "box" command (carat) is NOT turned off by np nor pp tags, in ARTICLE.

The np and pp work correctly in the WIKI and BLOG.

I verified it with my
Wiki Syntax Test Page, replicated below.

[UPDATE - it would appear that the horizontal line is also not working in this theme. And box tag does not generate a box, too.]

[UPDATE 2 - I found that PREVIEW ARTICLE does not exhibit the error. Only after it is SAVED does the fault occur.]
Headings, 1, 2, 3, 4

#1 On Top
Looking Up, #2
Hey, Watch Your Feet
Harrumph, fourth place

Horizontal rule (four dashes)

Line above me?
Box around text (carat)
Let me out of here!
Centered (in a box, too)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Square brackets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;dig it&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Title Bar

Champion of the Wiki

Shown / Hidden Headings
Peak a boo

[ - ]
Hide what follows

Boo!

[ + ]
Clears the Hidden header section
And you can't see what follows "Boo!"

Testing the non-process flag (no box)

^box free?^

Preformatted sections

pp: Displays preformatted text/code; no Wiki processing is done inside these sections (as with np), %!~*& == &~'p == (see?)
and the ^spacing is fixed (no word wrapping is done).^ If you see a box, something is wrong!

pre: Also displays preformatted text with fixed spacing, but wiki processing still occurs on the text.
Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)

Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org
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The middle area of the page doesn't have all of its CSS yet. I've been waiting for the designer's mockup image. This is why the hr and box aren't styled. I'll check on the status.
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